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The Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) contin-
ues to deliver on its promise to audit taxpay-
ers who made quiet disclosures, who impru-
dently entered into the Streamlined Filing 
Compliance Procedures (“Streamlined Pro-
gram”), or who never disclosed offshore ac-
counts. These audits, which are typically 
based on third-party information received un-
der the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 
(“FATCA”),2 tax information exchange agree-
ments, or as a result of the Swiss Bank Pro-
gram, require a special strategy because the 
third-party information that triggered the audit 
(whether right or wrong) usually supports the 
conclusion that the taxpayer violated U.S. 
law. Practitioners handling audits with undis-
closed offshore accounts must be especially 
proactive in asserting all applicable privi-
leges, including the Fifth Amendment privi-
lege against self-incrimination. 
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This article explains that tax professionals handling offshore audits should assert all applicable 
privileges, including the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination, when submitting to 
an IRS interview or responding to a summons or an information document request (“IDR”). Then, 
this article discusses three common situations in which a taxpayer may rightly invoke his or her 
Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination during an audit with offshore issues. The first 
situation is in response to an IDR or a summons by the IRS seeking information with respect to 
foreign bank accounts. In this regard, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit’s recent deci-
sion in United States v. Greenfield breathes new life into Fifth Amendment objections to some, if 
not many, of the documents the IRS routinely requests in an offshore audit.3 The second situation 
is during IRS interviews, especially where the revenue agent possesses third-party information 
suggesting a violation of the internal revenue laws but refuses to disclose the specifics of that in-
formation. The third situation is in response to revenue agents’ requests for taxpayers to file past-
due international information returns to avoid continuation penalties. On this point, a recent Order 
by the United States Tax Court (“Tax Court”) in Youssefzadeh v. Commissioner supports that a 
line-by-line assertion of the Fifth Amendment privilege on delinquent foreign information returns is 
a viable alternative to filing a potentially inculpatory information return.4 

II.  IRS Audits Are Official Investigations and Offshore Audits Are Ripe for Criminal Referrals 

Offshore audits are unlike other audits professionals have encountered. Anecdotally, in the over-
whelming majority of offshore audits, the IRS already has information that the taxpayer violated 
the U.S. internal revenue laws, lied in connection with the filing of a tax return, or both. Practitio-
ners must be mindful that the audit may, especially in the offshore context, be the first step in 
building a criminal case against the taxpayer. The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit recently 
observed in United States v. Yip: 

An IRS audit is an official investigation that may be the first step leading to a crimi-
nal conviction for tax violations. … The audit places a taxpayer on notice that the 
government is looking into the accuracy and propriety of his or her tax returns. Evi-
dence gathered during such an audit properly may be transferred to prosecutors. 
The IRS may distinguish between the procedures to be followed during the civil 
and criminal phases of an audit, [] but to a taxpayer under suspicion, the latter 
merely represents an escalating development in the same underlying investiga-
tion.5 

Law enforcement personnel, including IRS employees, sometimes engage in deceitful conduct 
designed to induce suspects to reveal incriminating evidence.6 At the same time, revenue agents 
in many offshore audits are working with incomplete and sometimes inaccurate information pro-
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vided by foreign banks. Thus, the first step in any offshore audit is for the taxpayer to obtain the 
revenue agent’s files to understand the information the IRS already has in its possession. 

There are various mechanisms by which taxpayers can obtain information from the IRS, a full dis-
cussion of which is outside the scope of this article. Suffice to say practitioners can request infor-
mation directly from the revenue agent assigned to the case.7 But, in offshore audits, revenue 
agents are often unwilling to provide information about the reason for the audit (i.e., what third-
party information the IRS received suggesting that the audit is appropriate). So, practitioners 
should make a request for this information under the Freedom of Information Request Act 
(“FOIA”),8 the Privacy Act of 1974 (“Privacy Act”),9 and I.R.C. § 6103.10 

Whenever revenue agents refuse to answer questions or provide information, the usual rules of 
engagement end and practitioners should consider advising their clients to invoke the Fifth 
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination until the practitioner is able to conduct due dili-
gence. The Supreme Court has explained that “one of the Fifth Amendment’s basic functions … is 
to protect innocent men … who otherwise might be ensnared by ambiguous circumstances. …  
[T]ruthful responses of an innocent witness, as well as those of a wrongdoer, may provide the 
government with incriminating evidence from the speaker’s own mouth.”11 

In the absence of absolute transparency by the revenue agent and a statement that, no matter 
what the taxpayer provides, a criminal referral will not be made, no interview should be given and 
no information should be provided in response to an IDR until the IRS complies with requests un-
der the FOIA, the Privacy Act, and I.R.C. § 6103. The balance of this article discusses invocation 
of the Fifth Amendment in a variety of situations that may arise during an offshore audit. But, be-
fore discussing these items, it is important to note that accountants and enrolled agents should 
first have clients consult with an attorney about the audit and invoking the Fifth Amendment privi-
lege. Stated simply, most accountants and enrolled agents lack the formal training to properly ad-
vise a client on invoking their Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. 

III.  Invoking the Fifth Amendment in Response to Summonses After Greenfield 

A.  Required Records Under the BSA 

The Bank Records and Foreign Transaction Act,12 better known as the Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”), 
requires taxpayers to annually report to the IRS foreign financial accounts in which the taxpayer 
had a financial interest or signatory authority.13 This information is reported to the IRS on FinCEN 
Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank Accounts and Financial Accounts.  
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In addition to the reporting requirement, the BSA also requires taxpayers to maintain for a period 
of five years records for each foreign account reflecting:  

(1)  The name in which each account is maintained; 
(2)  The number or other designation of such account; 
(3)  The name and address of the foreign bank or other person with whom such ac-

count is maintained; 
(4)  The type of such account; and  
(5)  The maximum value of such account during the reporting period.14 

 

Regulations under the BSA do not explain how to compute the five-year retention period, but it is 
generally agreed the five-year period is calculated by reference to the current year, not by refer-
ence to the year under audit.15 For example, if the IRS issues a summons on December 1, 2016, 
the BSA requires the taxpayer to only maintain records concerning the foreign financial account 
from December 1, 2011, forward.16 

B.  The Fifth Amendment and the Required Records Doctrine 

The Fifth Amendment provides in relevant part: “[n]o person … shall be compelled in any criminal 
case to be a witness against himself.”17 The Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory self-
incrimination can be asserted in any proceeding – civil or criminal, administrative or judicial, inves-
tigatory or adjudicatory.18 To qualify for the Fifth Amendment privilege, a communication must be 
testimonial, incriminating, and compelled.19 The Fifth Amendment privilege is liberally construed, 
and it extends “not only to answers that are directly incriminatory but also to those that, while not 
themselves inculpatory, would furnish a link in the chain of evidence needed to prosecute the 
claimant.”20 The Fifth Amendment privilege is fairly straightforward in cases concerning testimony, 
but has proven more difficult to apply in the context of document production. This confusion has 
centered around the required records exception as articulated by the Supreme Court in Shapiro v. 
United States,21 Grosso v. United States,22 Fisher v. United States,23 and United States v. Hub-
bell.24 

In Shapiro, the defendant sought to resist a subpoena calling for the production of sales records 
required to be maintained under the Emergency Price Control Act. The Supreme Court rejected 
the defendant’s reliance on the Fifth Amendment to not produce these records, holding “the privi-
lege which exists as to private papers cannot be maintained in relation to records required by law 
to be kept in order that there may be suitable information of transactions which are the appropri-
ate subjects of governmental regulation, and the enforcement of restrictions validly established.”25 
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In Grosso, the defendant failed to pay an excise tax and file related tax forms. He argued paying 
the tax would have amounted to a self incriminating statement precluded by the Fifth Amendment. 
The Supreme Court agreed, and in doing so, clarified the three-fold purpose of the required re-
cords doctrine is as follows: (1) the purposes of the United States’ inquiry must be essentially 
regulatory; (2) information is to be obtained by requiring the preservation of records of a kind 
which the regulated party has customarily kept; and (3) the records themselves must have as-
sumed ‘public aspects’ which render them at least analogous to public documents.26 

In Fisher, the Government issued summonses for the records of two taxpayers which were cre-
ated by the taxpayers’ accountant but later transferred to and held by attorneys for tax prepara-
tion. The Supreme Court, in holding that enforcement of the summonses did not violate the Fifth 
Amendment privilege, articulated the framework for applying the Fifth Amendment privilege to the 
production of documents in response to an IRS summons. It noted that the question of whether 
communications are testimonial and incriminatory depends on the facts and circumstances of a 
particular case. It also noted that “the act of producing evidence in response to a subpoena … 
has communicative aspects of its own, wholly aside from the contents of the papers produced.”27 
But, if “[t]he existence and location of the papers are a foregone conclusion and the taxpayer 
adds little or nothing to the sum total of the Government’s information by conceding that he in fact 
has the papers”, then the act of production privilege does not apply.28 

The Supreme Court’s most recent decision concerning the act of production doctrine is Hubbell. 
In Hubbell, the Supreme Court held that where a document “communicate[s] information about 
[the document’s] existence, custody, and authenticity,” then the mere act of production is incrimi-
natory and the Fifth Amendment privilege applies.29 As discussed below, the required records 
doctrine, as informed by Fisher and Hubbell, has been extended to documents required to be 
maintained under the BSA. 

C.  The Required Records Doctrine in the Context of the BSA 

The IRS’s and the Tax Division of the U.S. Department of Justice’s enforcement of undisclosed 
foreign financial accounts and tax evasion has resulted in the issuance of summonses and grand 
jury subpoenas seeking information required to be kept under the BSA. There has been much liti-
gation surrounding whether, and the extent to which, these documents must be produced. 

The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit was the first appellate court to decide the applicability of 
the Fifth Amendment in response to a subpoena demanding the production of offshore bank ac-
count records. In 2011, in In re M.H.,30 the Ninth Circuit held the subpoenaed records fell under 
the required records doctrine and the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination did not 
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apply. The Ninth Circuit noted that each of the exceptions in Grosso applied; that is, the purpose 
of the United States’ inquiry was essentially regulatory in nature, the records were customarily 
kept by the regulated party (the taxpayer), and the documents requested had public aspects. 
Thus, the Ninth Circuit held the records sought through the subpoena fell under the required re-
cords exception and the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination did not apply. So far, 
the Courts of Appeals for the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, and Eleventh Cir-
cuits have agreed the required records exception mandates that taxpayers produce foreign finan-
cial account information required to be kept under the BSA and related regulations.31 

D.  The Limits of the Required Records Doctrine After United States v. Greenfield 

In United States v. Greenfield,32 the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit narrowed the breadth 
of the required records doctrine as applied to alleged BSA violations. In Greenfield, the IRS re-
ceived information that Steven Greenfield was involved with certain offshore entities used to 
evade U.S. tax. The IRS selected Greenfield’s 2005 federal income tax return for audit. In 2013, 
the IRS issued an IDR and a summons directing him to produce documents relating to both his 
domestic and foreign bank accounts, including “every account over which Steven Greenfield had 
signature authority … and/or over which Steven Greenfield exercised control during the years 
2001 through 2011.” The summons further requested Greenfield to produce “all documents” in his 
possession for each bank account. Greenfield refused to comply with the summons, objecting on 
the grounds that the summons was overbroad. 

The Government brought an enforcement action in 2014. Greenfield responded with a motion to 
quash, arguing that the compelled production of the documents sought would violate his Fifth 
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. The United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York granted the summons enforcement, ordering Greenfield to produce the re-
quested foreign bank account information. Greenfield, in turn, appealed that decision to the Sec-
ond Circuit. 

The Second Circuit reversed the District Court’s order requiring Greenfield to produce the re-
cords. The Second Circuit noted that none of the documents requested triggered the required re-
cords doctrine because the IRS had only requested documents preceding the BSA’s five-year re-
cordkeeping requirement. The Second Circuit went on to note that many of the documents re-
quested by the IRS were outside the scope of the limited set of records that must be maintained 
under the BSA. Finally, the Second Circuit noted that more than a decade had passed since 
Greenfield was known to be in possession of certain documents and it was not reasonable to infer 
that Greenfield remained in possession of such documents.  
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Thus, the Second Circuit held that the documents requested were outside the scope of the re-
quired records exception to the Fifth Amendment’s act-of-production privilege against self-
incrimination. 

E.  Objecting to Summonses Under the Fifth Amendment and Greenfield 

The Greenfield decision has far-reaching implications for offshore audits. IDRs and summonses in 
many offshore audits are a fishing expedition in which the revenue agents, armed with often in-
complete and sometimes inaccurate information provided by foreign banks, asks the taxpayer to 
provide the causal link missing from the IRS’s investigation. The existence and location of the 
documents requested are usually not known by the IRS and, in Fisher parlance, are not a fore-
gone conclusion. It is a rare situation in which any good comes of assisting the IRS in its fishing 
expedition, and it advisable to err on the side of invoking the Fifth Amendment privilege rather 
than waiving it.  

Moreover, many IDRS are internally inconsistent and seek information which the taxpayer 
is not required to maintain in any event. Consider the following IDR, recently issued by the IRS to 
a taxpayer whose 2013 tax year was under audit [assume the IDR was issued to the taxpayer in 
connection with a summons returnable on December 1, 2016]: 

BANK RECORDS 

For each of the following requests, produce the requested information for each ac-
count, foreign and domestic, under any name, over which you had signature au-
thority and/or other authority and/or over which you exercised control during the 
year 2005 to 2013. These requests include, but are not limited to, your personal 
accounts, custodial accounts, business accounts, rental accounts, trust accounts, 
IBC accounts, LLC accounts, and other corporate accounts. 

1.  Produce any and all records required to be maintained pursuant to 31 
C.F.R. § 1010.420 (§103.32 prior to March 1, 2011) relating to foreign fi-
nancial accounts that you had/have a financial interest in, or signature au-
thority over, including records reflecting the name in which each such ac-
count is maintained, the number or other designation of such account, the 
name and address of the foreign bank or other person with whom such ac-
count is maintained, the type of such account, and the maximum value of 
each such account during each specified year. 
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The IDR is objectionable for various reasons. First, it is ambiguous in that it requests foreign ac-
count information for 2005 through 2013, but then limits the documents to be produced to 
“records required to be maintained under 31 C.F.R. § 1010.420” (i.e., documents dated after De-
cember 1, 2011). Second, it seeks information that, under Fisher, Hubbell, and Greenfield, would 
be privileged by the Fifth Amendment. Indeed, in the request, the IRS concedes the applicability 
of Greenfield by limiting the broader request (i.e., 2005 to 2013) to those required to be main-
tained under 31 C.F.R. § 1010.420 (i.e., those after December 1, 2011). The other reasons the 
request is objectionable are outside the scope of this article.33 

IV.  Invoking the Fifth Amendment During IRS Interviews 

It is routine in offshore audits for the revenue agent to insist on interviewing the taxpayer in-
person. These interviews, like the IDRs and summonses, are usually a fishing expedition in which 
the IRS seeks to obtain evidence to fill missing gaps in the records provided by a third party. It is 
advisable for taxpayers in these interviews to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege and to request 
that the revenue agent put his or her questions into an IDR that the taxpayer, under the advice of 
counsel, can selectively answer or assert a claim of privilege. Again, especially in taxpayer inter-
views, it advisable to err on the side of invoking the Fifth Amendment privilege and then selec-
tively waive it in writing on a question-by-question basis. 

V.  Invoking the Fifth Amendment When Late-Filing Foreign Information Forms 

In an audit where a taxpayer was required to file a foreign information return, but did not, the tax-
payer may be subject to an initial $10,000 penalty for each form that was not timely filed.34 The 
initial penalty separately applies to each form for each year that was required to be filed but was 
not.35 If the failure to file continues more than 90 days after the date on which the IRS notifies the 
taxpayer of the failure to file, then a separate $10,000 continuation penalty applies for each addi-
tional 30-day period (or fraction thereof) during which the failure to file continues.36 The continua-
tion penalty is generally capped at $50,000, which means that the taxpayer can face penalties 
totaling $60,000 for each form for each year that was required to be filed but was not. The initial 
and continuation penalties are generally not subject to the deficiency procedures set forth in 
I.R.C. § 6212, et seq. 

During an offshore audit, after it is determined an international form was required to be filed but 
was not, the revenue agent typically sends to the taxpayer a notice asking the taxpayer to file the 
required form(s).37  
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At this point, the taxpayer faces a conundrum: should he file the information return and concede 
that he violated the internal revenue laws; or should he not file the information return and risk as-
sessment of the continuation penalty. In such situations, a properly filed Fifth Amendment Return 
may resolve both concerns. 

Nearly one hundred years ago, in United States v. Sullivan,38 the Supreme Court held that the 
Fifth Amendment does not excuse a complete failure to file a tax return. The Supreme Court 
noted that if the tax return “called for answers that the defendant was privileged from making he 
could have raised the objection in the return.”39 The Supreme Court later specifically held that the 
Fifth Amendment privilege applies to tax returns provided the taxpayer affirmatively claims the 
privilege on the return before he files it.40 

An issue which arises in offshore audits, but which the courts have not yet been asked to resolve, 
is whether the filing of an information return asserting the Fifth Amendment privilege forecloses 
the assessment of the continuation penalty. On the one hand, the Supreme Court has held that a 
Fifth Amendment return is sufficient to have the failure-to-file penalty not apply.41 On the other 
hand, the I.R.M. specifically provides that information returns which do not contain complete and 
accurate information are considered “not having been filed.”42 In light of these competing con-
cerns, it is advisable to proceed as follows: 

In response to the initial non-filing notice, file the required information return selectively asserting 
the Fifth Amendment privilege on a line-by-line basis. In response to subsequent continuation 
penalty notices, respond to each notice that the required information return was previously sub-
mitted (i.e., refer the IRS to the Fifth Amendment information return). Once the IRS assesses the 
initial and continuation penalties, do not ignore the final collection notices (i.e., the Final Notice of 
Intent to Levy or the Notice of Federal Tax Lien filing). Instead, file with the IRS Form 12153, Re-
quest for a Collection Due Process or Equivalent Hearing, and request a de novo review of the 
penalty. As the collection due process hearing may be the first meaningful opportunity to chal-
lenge the filing requirement, the reasonableness of the privilege, and reasonable cause for not 
filing, the Tax Court has jurisdiction to review the IRS’s decision to assess the penalty.43 

The Tax Court cited this approach favorably in Youssefzadeh v. Commissioner.44 There, the tax-
payer asserted his Fifth Amendment privilege in response to a question on Schedule B, Interest 
and Ordinary Dividends. The IRS asserted a frivolous return penalty under I.R.C. § 6702(a)(1), 
and it proposed to levy the taxpayer’s property to collect the penalty. The taxpayer requested a 
collection due process hearing with the IRS Office of Appeals (“Appeals”), and during the CDP 
hearing, he challenged the appropriateness of the penalty. Appeals upheld the imposition of the 
penalty, and the taxpayer petitioned the Tax Court to review Appeals’ decision. Both parties 
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moved for summary judgment as to whether the penalty could be collected. The Tax Court con-
cluded that the taxpayer was justified in asserting his Fifth Amendment privilege, and that the tax-
payer was entitled to judgment as a matter of law that the collection action could not proceed. 
Youssefzadeh involved a frivolous return penalty under I.R.C. § 6702(a)(1), but the reasoning 
therein should equally apply to a Fifth Amendment information return. 

VI.  Conclusion 

Audits of taxpayers who made quiet disclosures, who wrongfully entered into the Streamlined Pro-
gram, or who made no effort to come into voluntary compliance with respect to offshore accounts 
require a special strategy. The IRS is armed with usually imperfect information supporting the in-
dividual’s violation of the U.S. tax laws, and the IRS seeks specific information the taxpayer is not 
required to maintain or produce. Practitioners must vigilantly assert all available privileges to pro-
tect their clients’ rights, especially those related to the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination. Once the bell has been rung, it cannot be unrung. 
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34. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6038(b)(1) (for certain foreign corporations, certain foreign partnerships, certain disregarded 
entities, and passive foreign investment companies or qualified electing funds); 6038A(d)(1) (for certain foreign-
owned corporations); 6038C(c) (for certain foreign corporations engaged in a U.S. trade or business); 6038D(d)(1) 
(for certain specified foreign financial assets); 6677(a) (for beneficiaries of certain trusts and estates); see also 
I.R.C. § 6048(c). For certain transfers to foreign persons, I.R.C. § 6038(B) imposes a reporting obligation and a 
penalty equal to 10% of the fair market value of the transferred property at the time of the exchange. For a com-
plete discussion of the penalties which can apply to the failure to file required international forms, as well as strate-
gies to challenge such penalties, see Frank Agostino, Brian D. Burton & Lawrence A. Sannicandro, De Novo Re-
view of Assessable International Penalties, Agostino & Associates, P.C. Newsletter, Hackensack, N.J., Sept. 2014, 
at 5-11, available online at www.agostinolaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/AA-Newsletter-2014-
September.pdf. 

35. Accord I.R.M., pt. 20.1.9.3.4(1) (Apr. 22, 2011). 
36. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6038(b)(2) (for certain foreign corporations, certain foreign partnerships, certain disregarded 

(Continued from page 10) 
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entities, and passive foreign investment companies or qualified electing funds); 6038A(d)(2) (for certain foreign-
owned corporations); 6038C(c) (for certain foreign corporations engaged in a U.S. trade or business); 6038D(d)(2) 
(for certain specified foreign financial assets); and 6677(a) (for beneficiaries of certain trusts and estates); see also 
I.R.C. § 6048(c); I.R.M., pt. 20.1.9.3.4(3) (Apr. 22, 2011). 

37. I.R.M., pt. 20.1.9.2(13) (Nov. 30, 2015). 
38. United States v. Sullivan, 274 U.S. 259, 263 (1927). 
39. Id. 
40. Garner v. United States, 424 U.S. 648, 656 (1976). 
41. United States v. Sullivan, 274 U.S. 259, 262 (1927); see also Garner v. United States, 424 U.S. 648, 656 (1976). 
42. I.R.M., pt. 20.1.9.1(1)(D) (July 8, 2015). The IRS’s position as stated in the I.R.M. is inconsistent with Supreme 

Court precedent, which generally holds that the timely filing of a Fifth Amendment return precludes the imposition 
of a failure to file penalty under I.R.C. § 6651(a)(1). See United States v. Sullivan, 274 U.S. 259, 262 (1927); see 
also Garner v. United States, 424 U.S. 648, 656 (1976). Nor does the filing of the Fifth Amendment return warrant 
the imposition of a frivolous return penalty under I.R.C. § 6702(a)(1). See Youssefzadeh v. Comm’r, No. 14868-14L 
(T.C. June 25, 2014) (Order and Decision denying IRS’s motion for summary judgment and granting taxpayer’s 
motion for summary judgment). 

43. Accord I.R.C. § 6330(c)(2)(A) (providing the taxpayer requesting a collection review hearing may raise “any rele-
vant issue” relating to the unpaid tax or the IRS’s collection action); 6330(c)(2)(B) (providing the taxpayer “may also 
raise at the hearing challenges to the existence or amount of the underlying tax liability” if the taxpayer did not re-
ceive any statutory notice of deficiency for such liability, or did not otherwise have an opportunity to dispute it); cf. 
Fitzpatrick v. Comm’r, T.C. Memo. 2016-199 (allowing a taxpayer de novo review of a trust fund recovery penalty 
assessment where she did not receive a Letter 1153, giving her an opportunity to protest the penalty assessment). 

44. No. 14868-14L (T.C. June 25, 2014).  

(Continued from page 11) 
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MONTHLY TAXPAYERS ASSISTANCE CORPORATION TIP:  
DIRECT DEBIT INSTALLMENT AGREEMENT AND DEFAULTS 

When an installment agreement is considered and approved by a revenue officer, financial infor-
mation is provided as well as verification of current compliance. Although you may believe every-
thing necessary has been completed, if the agreement is a Direct Debit Installment Agreement 
(DDIA) there is additional processing after approval. 

After a DDIA is approved, Letter 2849 is sent by the revenue officer.  In addition to advising the 
requirements of the agreement, the letter explains when the first payment is due (as does the tax-
payer's copy of the approved agreement, Form 433d). Typically, the letter is dated about one 
month before the agreed upon payment due date, and it is not unreasonable to believe the pay-
ment will be debited from the bank account on the due date.  However, in many instances, this 
first debit payment is not deducted from the bank account by the due date because input of the 
banking information does not take place at the time of approval.  In fact, input of banking informa-
tion by the Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS) may not be completed until 60 days 
later, and since there are no payments being deducted while this input is pending, the approved 
agreement may default.1 To prevent a default, it is necessary to mail payments until the pending 
direct debit part of the agreement is processed. You can and should obtain a transcript or contact 
the IRS to ensure the agreement has been processed correctly and ask if the account is in install-
ment agreement status to ensure there is no danger of default. 

— Desa Lazar, Esq. 

 

 

1. I.R.M 5.14.10.4.6 (1-22-15) Direct Debit Installment Agreements.  
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FIRM NEWS: 
 NYCLA Pro Bono Award: 
  
On October 27, 2016, the New York County Lawyers’ Association (NYCLA) awarded Jeffrey Dir-
mann its 2016 pro bono award honoring him for donating his time by providing free legal services 
as part of the United States Tax Court Calendar Call Program. Stephen C. Lessard, Esq. of Orrick 
Herrington & Sutcliff LLP, the vice-president of the New York County Lawyers’ Association, nomi-
nated Jeff for this award. During 2016, with the support of Agostino & Associates, Jeff dedicated a 
significant number of hours to the Tax Court Calendar Call Program.   
  
A&A Attorneys to Speak at ABA National Institutes: 
  
Frank Agostino, Esq., Jeffrey Dirmann, Esq., Lawrence A. Sannicandro, Esq., and Michael Wal-
lace, EA are honored to participate in the ABA Section of Taxation's 33rd National Institute on 
Criminal Tax Fraud and the Sixth Annual National Institute on Tax Controversy. 
  
On Wednesday, December 7, 2016. Frank Agostino, Jeffrey Dirmann, and Michael Wallace, 
along with Nevada Legal Services, will participate in the Low Income Taxpayer Workshop:  Rep-
resenting the Taxpayer With No Books and Records - Best Practices in Reconstruction and Esti-
mates from Tax Return to Tax Court.  Also on Wednesday, December 7, 2016, Frank Agostino 
will moderate the Civil Tax Workshop on civil tax litigation before the United States Tax Court, the 
United States Court of Federal Claims, and the U.S. District and Bankruptcy courts. 
  
On Thursday, December 8, 2016, Lawrence A. Sannicandro will participate in the panel:  IRS Col-
lections:  Strategies for Protecting Your Client's Rights. 
  
On Friday, December 9, 2016, Frank Agostino will moderate the panel:  Whistleblower Update 
2016:  Current Events in Tax Controversy Involving Whistleblowers. 
 
Other Upcoming Speaking Engagements: 
 
December 8: The Fundamentals of Non-Profits, New Jersey National Association of Tax Profes-
sionals, APA Hotel Woodbridge, 120 Wood Ave South, Iselin, NJ 08830 from 8AM to 10AM. 
 
On December 28, 2016 Jeffrey Dirmann will moderate a panel titled: Let’s Make a Deal: Dealing 
with the IRS Collections Division,  at the New York State Society of CPAs “Effectively Represent-
ing Taxpayers Before the IRS” series in New York, NY from 9AM to 5PM.  
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January (Date TBD): 6th Annual Introduction to New Jersey Tax Controversy, Seton Hall Univer-
sity School of Law, 1 Newark Center, Newark, NJ from 8AM to 12PM. 
 
January 19, 2017: Tax Fundamentals through Crowdfunding, ABA Mid-Year Meeting, Orlando FL.  
 
January 23, 2017: 8th Annual Criminal Tax Enforcement Forum: 2017 Update for Tax Profession-
als, Bergen Community College, Technology Center Room 128, 400 Paramus Road, Paramus NJ 
07652 from 7:30 AM to 12 PM.  
 
March 8, 2017: Effective Representation in Employment and Commercial Mediation, NJ Bar As-
sociation, Location TBD from 4PM to 8PM.  
 
Upcoming Webinars on CPAAcademy.org: 
 Jairo Cano, Esq. and Lawrence A. Sannicandro, Esq. will continue to present webinars through 
CPAAcademy.org, the country's largest provider of free live CPE webinars. A list of Jairo's and 
Larry’s upcoming webinars are: 
  
1. Fundamentals of Representing Taxpayers in Collection Matters Before the IRS: 
4 p.m. E.S.T. on November 21, 2016. 
  
2. Everything You Need to Know About Audits of Estate and Gift Tax Returns:  
4 p.m. E.S.T. on November 22, 2016.  
  
Upcoming Webinars on Clear Law Institute: 
 Lawrence A. Sannicandro, Esq. will present the following webinars through the Clear Law Insti-
tute: 
  
1. Valuation in Tax:  Key Discounts Every Valuation Professional Should Know and the Effect of 
the Proposed Section 2704 Regulations: 
3 p.m. E.S.T. on November 21, 2016. 
  
2. Tax Court Cases Every Practitioner Should Know: 
3 p.m. E.S.T. on December 9, 2016. 
  
3. International Tax and Reporting for Cross-Border Transactions: 
3 p.m. E.S.T. on January 9, 2017. 

(Continued from page 14) 
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Frank Agostino, Esq. Ext. 107 
Fagostino@agostinolaw.com 
 
Jairo Cano, Esq. Ext. 144 
Jcano@agostinolaw.com 
 
Phillip Colasanto Ext. 105 
CColasanto@agostinolaw.com 
 
Jeffrey Dirmann, Esq. Ext. 119 
Jdirmann@agostinolaw.com 
 
Eugene Kirman, Esq. Ext. 142 
Ekirman@agostinolaw.com 
 
Jeremy Klausner, Esq. Ext. 130 
Jklausner@agostinolaw.com 
 
Dolores Knuckles, Esq. Ext. 109 
Dknuckles@agostinolaw.com 
 
Lawrence Sannicandro, Esq. Ext. 128 
Lsannicandro@agostinolaw.com 
 
Michael Wallace, EA Ext. 143 
Mwallace@agostinolaw.com 
 
Caren Zahn, EA Ext. 103 
Czahn@agostinolaw.com 

AGOSTINO & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
CONTACT INFORMATION 

UPCOMING UNITED STATES TAX 
COURT CALENDAR CALLS 

All Calendar Calls Are Held at: 
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building 

26 Federal Plaza 
Rooms 206, 208 

New York, NY 10278 
 

December 12, 2016  
January 30, 2017 
February 13, 2017  

March 6, 2017  
March 20, 2017  

 

TAXPAYERS ASSISTANCE  
CORPORATION - OF COUNSEL 

Desa Lazar, Esq.                 Lazar@tac-nj.org 

 Agostino & Associates is pleased to wel-
come Phillip Colasanto to the firm.  Phil previ-
ously worked as an attorney at Kuharski, 
Levitz & Giovinazzo where he handled a 
wide variety of litigation matters.  He received 
his J.D. from New York Law School. 

A&A WELCOMES PHILLIP          
COLASANTO 
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